31 October 2016

Report for the Quarter ended 30 September 2016
Highlights
Kishugu and Naujombo Gold Prospects


Post Quarter end, gold assay results received from RAB drilling confirmed gold anomalism over
9.5km of strike at Naujombo and 5.5km at Kishugu.



Completion of Rotary Air Blast (‘RAB’) drilling program at Naujombo and Kishugu, comprising 136
holes for 3,398m.



Assay results returned for surface soil samples from Naujombo:



o

Confirmed an extensive, coherent gold anomaly measuring 9.5km by 600m; and

o

Showed surface soil values up to 811ppb Au (0.8g/t) within the main trend, supported by
coherent multi-element anomalies (arsenic, silver, bismuth).

IP (gradient array induced polarisation) programs commenced at Naujombo, initial results showed
a strong positive correlation with gold-in-soils assays.

Corporate


Cash at 30 September 2016 of $1.6 million.



Completion of $1.4 million capital raising at market price of 12.0 cents per share, comprised of:
o

A placement to professional and sophisticated investors that raised $0.94 million before
costs; and

o

An oversubscribed share purchase plan that raised $0.5 million.

EXPLORATION and DEVELOPMENT
RAB drilling program completed at Naujombo and Kishugu
During the Quarter, the Company completed a RAB drilling program comprising 136 holes for 3,398m, of
which approximately 1,200m was carried out at Kishugu and the balance at Naujombo.
The RAB programs leveraged off the soil sampling and IP programs carried out in the first half of the
Quarter. The soil and IP programs had strongly indicated that the interpreted surface gold anomalies were
significant exploration targets.
Key objectives of the drilling program were to identify gold mineralisation in the bedrock and understand
the subsurface geology that is potentially hosting the mineralization.
The drilling program established that gold was present in the bedrock, with each line of drilling over a strike
of 9.5 kilometres (Figure 1) and 5.5 kilometres (Figure 2: Kishugu gold anomalism and drill collar locations ) for
Naujombo and Kishugu respectively, having intersected zones of anomalous gold within the bedrock. The
results indicate that Naujombo and Kishugu are very large gold systems which have the capacity to host
significant mineralisation (ASX announcement 12 October 2016).1

Figure 1: Naujombo gold anomalism and drill collar locations

The Company has received a substantial amount of data from this program and is continuing the process of
working through the information to enhance its understanding of the Naujombo and Kishugu Prospects and
to inform future exploration.
A preliminary review of the results, together with the existing extensive geochemical and geophysical
datasets, has identified a number of new standout drilling targets and areas within the anomalies for follow
up drilling and field work. The testing will target both direct tests underneath identified anomalism as well
as vectoring along strike towards zones of higher gold tenor.
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Since announcing these exploration results on 12 October 2016, Indiana confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in that announcement.
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Figure 2: Kishugu gold anomalism and drill collar locations

Planning for a second stage of drilling and further data collection at Naujombo and Kishugu is under way
and with Naujombo accessible by an all-weather road, the end of year wet season is not expected to be a
constraint to undertaking this next stage of exploration at Naujombo.
Naujombo soil sampling
Prior to the RAB drilling programs, the Company received assay results from previous soil sampling at
Naujombo, with each sample assayed for gold, platinum and palladium. The highest recorded gold assay
was 811ppb, with an additional four samples of greater than 50ppb. These higher results are distributed
along the entire length of the anomalous trend, at the time of the soil sampling, the anomaly was
interpreted to extend over 9.5km and greater than 600m wide (Figure 3)2. It was pleasing that the RAB
drilling confirmed this interpretation.
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Since announcing these exploration results on 28 July 2016, Indiana confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in that announcement.
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Figure 3: Expanded >10ppb gold contours based upon the updated 2016 soils results

To date at Naujombo, 658 surface soil samples have been assayed for gold and their distribution is shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Distribution of gold results from the soil samples collected over Naujombo from all programs

Assay
>100 ppb
>50 ppb
>25 ppb
>10 ppb
> 5 ppb
Total samples

Count
4
11
30
99
240
658

3

Percentile
0.6 %
1.7%
4.6 %
15.1 %
36.5 %
100 %

Portable XRF analytical instruments (pXRF) have been used to better understand the soil chemistry, with
analysis showing appreciable levels of arsenic, lead and zinc in the soils pXRF data. Strong arsenic
anomalism continues to present a good correlation to the gold assays from prior soil sampling, with up to
622 ppm Arsenic (As) within the main trend (Figure 4).
The presence of appreciable levels of arsenic, lead and zinc in the soils pXRF data, combined with the
elevated levels of silver (Ag), bismuth (Bi) and lead (Sb) in laboratory results, suggests that the gold present
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Since announcing these exploration results on 28 July 2016, Indiana confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in that announcement.
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is reflecting a bedrock source rather than an alluvial source. This was confirmed later in the Quarter from
the RAB drilling into bedrock.

Figure 4: Gold 10ppb Contours of soil sampling at Naujombo; anomaly interpreted at 6.5 km x 600 m; and results of
4
the arsenic anomaly coincident with gold (50ppm)

Geophysical surveys at Naujombo
Analysis of the IP data from geophysics programs at Naujombo shows a very strong chargeability anomaly
in close proximity to the 811 ppb gold in soils results (Figure 5).4
There is an excellent correlation between gold-in-soil and the IP chargeability. The broad chargeability
anomaly lies within the >10ppb gold in soil contour and is broken into smaller anomalies of between 100m
to 300m in strike length. Modelling of the IP chargeability puts the anomalies at approximately 30m to 50m
below any transported material. The high resistivity results suggest that silicification has occurred which is a
common alteration style associated with gold mineralisation.
This interpretation was undertaken prior to the RAB drilling programs and it was pleasing to be able to
confirm the interpretation. The correlation of this developing body of knowledge about Naujombo and
Kishugu is now helping with the formulation of follow up programs at both prospects.
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Since announcing these exploration results on 9 August 2016, Indiana confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in that announcement.
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Figure 5: Block one of the IP program underlying 10ppb gold anomaly contour and arsenic pXRF results

CORPORATE
Cash position
As at 30 September 2016, Indiana had cash at bank of $1.6 million.
Exploration expenditure for the quarter was $349,000. This included the Ntaka Hill Retention License
payment of $134,000 and costs for the Tanzanian exploration programs including RAB drilling and assaying
costs ($175,000), soils, IP programs and tenement holding costs.
Staff costs of $126,000 include Perth, Tanzania salaries and non-executive directors’ fees.
Administration costs are distorted by a number of one off costs associated with the capital raising
completed during the Quarter and also receipt of a R&D tax refund of $458,000.
Other administration costs included ASX fees of $29,000, tax and audit fees of $90,000 (associated with
preparing and receiving the R&D refund) and a number of final payments in connection with the demerger
of Indiana and Graphex, including $81,000 for advice on a tax ruling for IMX shareholders.
Completion of $1.4 million capital raising
During the Quarter, the Company completed a $1.4 million capital raising at 12.0 cents per share,
comprised of a placement to professional and sophisticated investors that raised $0.94 million before costs
(the ‘Placement’) and a share purchase plan (‘SPP’) that sought to raise up to $0.5 million.
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Pursuant to the Placement, the Company issued a total of 7,834,303 shares, with a further 4,166,663
shares issued under the SPP. The SPP was oversubscribed, with the Company having received applications
for approximately $744,000 and as a result, the Company’s directors elected to scale back all applications
on a pro rata basis, using a simple ratio based on the quantity available relative to demand.
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders will be held at 3:30 pm (WST) on Wednesday,
23 November 2016 at the President’s Room, Celtic Club, 48 Ord Street, West Perth. All shareholders are
invited to attend.

TENEMENT INTERESTS
Table 2. Tenements held and location
Tenement

Ownership

Project

Location

PL5977/2009 - Naujombo

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL6397/2010 - Kipepere West

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL6634/2010 - Mihumo

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL6635/2010 - Nachingwea NW

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL7095/2011 - Nditi

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL8627/2012 - Lumpumbulu

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL8754/2012 - Chikoweti

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL9757/2014 - Mihumo West

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL9759/2014 - Mjembe

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL9939/2014 - Mjembe East

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL9942/2014 - Naujombo North

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL9944/2014 - Namarongo North

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL10099/2014 - Nanyindwa

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL10302/2014 - Namatutwa

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL10904/2016 - Namikango North

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

RL0017/2015 - Ntaka Hill

100%***

Nachingwea

Tanzania

PL7226/2011 – Ntaka South

100%***

Nachingwea

Claim Block 4242

50% **

St Stephen

Claim Block 5787

50% **

St Stephen

Tanzania
New Brunswick,
Canada
New Brunswick,
Canada

* Subject to farm-in joint venture with MMG, under which MMG holds an interest of approximately 14%.
** Subject to 50/50 joint venture with ABE Resources.
*** Subject to farm-in JV with MMG (10% interest) and JV transaction with Fig Tree (30% interest).
Table 3. Tenements acquired during the Quarter
Tenement
PL/11309/2016 – Naujombo West

Ownership

Project

Location

100%*

Nachingwea

Tanzania

* Subject to farm-in joint venture with MMG, under which MMG holds an interest of approximately 14%.
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Table 4. Tenements Disposed During the Quarter
Tenement

Action

PL9397/2013 - Mtimbo South

Surrendered

PL9442/2013 - Nachi West

Surrendered

Campbell Baird
Managing Director
For further information, please contact:
Campbell Baird – Managing Director
Tel: +61 8 9388 7877

Stuart McKenzie – Commercial Manager and Company
Secretary
Tel: +61 8 9388 7877

About Indiana Resources Limited
2

Indiana is an Australian minerals exploration company that holds a 901 km tenement package in south-east Tanzania.
The Company’s tenement package hosts the Ntaka Hill Nickel Project and the Kishugu and Naujombo Gold Prospects.
To find out more, please visit www.indianaresources.com.au.
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